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Abstract
The n-book embedding of a graph G is an embedding of the graph G in an n-book with
the vertices of G on the spine and each edge to the pages without crossing each other. If the
degree of vertices of G at most one in each page, the n-book embedding is matching. The
matching book thickness of graph G is the smallest n so that G can be matching embedded
in an n-book. In this paper, the matching book thickness of the biconnected outerplanar
graphs is determined.
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1 Introduction
The book embedding of a graph G = (V,E) is a topological embedding. In 1979, F. Bern-
hart and P. C. Kainen[1] first introduced the problem and investigated some properties of book
embedding. An n-book consists a spine and some number of pages. The spine is a line L in
3-space and pages are n half planes with L as their boundary. The line L is called z axis in
the standard parameterization of euclidean 3-space, so is oriented “top” and “below”. An n-
book embedding of graph G consists of placing the vertices in some ordering from top to below
along the spine and assignment edges to pages so that edges drawn on a page do not cross each
other. The book thickness of G is the minimum number of n so that G can be embedded in an
n-page book. The book embedding has been widely applied to several areas of computer science,
including fault-tolerant processor arrays, multilayer printed circuit boards (PCB), sorting with
parallel stacks and Turing-machine graphs[2]. The problem of determining the book thickness of
graph has been discussed in [3− 6] and their references.
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For any vertex v ∈ V (G), a book embedding of graph G = (V,E) is matching if the
maximum number of edges which are incident with v in a single page, is at most 1. The
matching book thickness of G, denoted by mbt(G), is the smallest number of pages required by
any matching book embedding[1,7−9]. Ifmbt(G) = ∆(G), the graphG is called dispersable[7−8]. Let
χ′(G) be the edge chromatic number ofG, P. C. Kainen[7] proved thatmbt(G) ≥ χ′(G) ≥ ∆(G). S.
Overbay[9] investigated that several classes of graphs are dispersable, including trees, binary cube
graphs, the even cycles and complete graphs. In 2018, J. M. Alam, M. A. Bekos, M. Gronemann,
M. Kaufmann and S. Pupyrev[8] showed that the matching book thickness of the Gray graph
which is 3-regular and bipartite, is 4, and the Folkman graph which is 4-regular and bipartite, is
5. P. C. Kainen[10] proved that mbt(CpCq) = 4 , when p, q are both even and mbt(CpCq) = 5,
when p is even, q is odd. Recently the authors[11] showed that mbt(KpCq) = ∆(KpCq) + 1,
when p, q ≥ 3.
A graph is outerplanar if there exists a planar embedding of G in which all the vertices lie
on the unbounded face. For any vertex v ∈ V (G), we use dG(v) to denote the degree of v in G.
A connected graph is biconnected if the removal of any vertex does not produce a disconnected
graph. For an outerplanar graph G, χ′(G) = ∆(G) unless G is an odd cycle[12]. It is clear that
the matching book thickness of the odd cycle is 3. For any simple connected graph, a vertex is
the separating if and only if it is a cut vertex. A simple connected graph is nonseparable if it
has no separating vertices; otherwise, it is separable. The biconnected outerplanar graph G is
nonseparable[13].
In this paper, the simple biconnected outerplanar graph G is constructed by placing all the
vertices on a hamiltonian cycle and assigning edges in the inside face with the hamiltonian cycle
as its boundary. For a biconnected outerplanar graph G that is not an odd cycle, we compute
that mbt(G) = ∆(G), i.e., G is dispersable.
2 The matching book thickness of biconnected outerpla-
nar graphs for ∆(G) ≤ 3
Lemma 2.1. [14] Any biconnected outerplanar graph has a unique hamiltonian cycle.
Lemma 2.2. [12] If G is a biconnected outerplanar graph with ∆(G) = 3, then G has a vertex of
degree 2 which is either (1) adjacent to another vertex of degree 2, or (2) adjacent to two adjacent
vertices of degree 3.
Now, we discuss the matching book embedding of the biconnected outerplanar graph G with
∆(G) ≤ 3.
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Fig.1 Illustration for the proof of the biconnected outerplanar graph with m = 4.
Theorem 2.3. If G is a simple biconnected outerplanar graph with ∆(G) ≤ 3 and G is not an
odd cycle, then mbt(G) = ∆(G).
Proof. Since G is not an odd cycle, it is easy to see that G is dispersable when ∆(G) = 1, 2.
The matching book thickness of G with ∆(G) = 3 is computed by induction on the number m of
edges of the hamiltonian cycle.
By Lemma 2.1, G has a unique hamiltonian cycle. The vertices of G are labeled on the spine
with the clockwise ordering around the unique hamiltonian cycle. The result holds for the case
m = 4 (See Fig.1). Now suppose that it holds for all biconnected outerplanar graphs with m
edges (m ≥ 4). Consider the matching book embedding of G with m + 1 edges. By Lemma 2.2,
G has either two adjacent vertices u, v, such that dG(u) = dG(v) = 2, or three mutually adjacent
vertices x, y, z, such that dG(x) = dG(y) = 3, dG(z) = 2. We will consider the matching book
thickness of G from two cases.
Case 1: uv ∈ E(G) and dG(u) = dG(v) = 2.
If there are two vertices a, b (a 6= b) in the hamiltonian cycle of G so that the edges au ∈ E(G),
bv ∈ E(G). By contracting the edge uv to a single vertex w, we obtain a biconnected outerplanar
graph G1 with m edges and ∆(G1) = 3. Fig.2 shows the case for m = 5. By induction, the
matching book thickness of the graph G1 is ∆(G1). Put all vertices of G1 on the spine according
to such the matching book embedding. Next, to split the vertex w on the spine is to replace w
by two adjacent vertices u and v. Since dG1(w) = dG(u) = dG(v) = 2, there is one color in a set
of ∆(G1) colors that is not assigned to the edges au (i.e. the edge aw) and bv (i.e. the edge bw).
The color is used for the edge uv. Since the vertex u is labeled next to v on the spine, the edge
uv is not cross with other edge in this page. Hence, we obtain a matching book embedding of G
on ∆(G)-pages.
Case 2: xz, yz, xy ∈ E(G) and dG(z) = 2, dG(x) = dG(y) = 3.
If the vertex x of G is adjacent to the vertex c, the vertex y is adjacent to the vertex d (c 6= d)
and the edges cx, dy ∈ E(G). By contracting the triangle xyz to a single vertex w′, we get a
biconnected outerplanar graph G2 with m − 2 edges and ∆(G2) ≤ 3. If ∆(G2) = 1, 2 as the
argument discussed before, we have mbt(G2) = ∆(G2). If ∆(G2) = 3, by induction, we have
mbt(G2) = ∆(G2). Fig.3 shows the case for m = 6. All vertices of G2 are placed on the spine
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Fig.2 Illustration for the proof of case 1.
according to such the matching book embedding. Next, splitting the vertex w′ on the spine is to
replace w′ by three mutually adjacent vertices x, y and z. Since the edge cw′ of G2 is adjacent
to the edge dw′, and that is the edge cx is assigned the color 1 and dy is assigned the color 2, we
color the edge xy of G with the color 3. Two edges cx and yz receive the same color. Two edges
dy and xz receive the same color. Assign all edges to the page corresponding to that color, we
obtain a matching book embedding of G on ∆(G)-pages.
Fig.3 Illustration for the proof of case 2.
3 The matching book thickness of biconnected outerpla-
nar graphs for ∆ ≥ 4
Let G be a simple graph with p vertices. Suppose that G has an n-book embedding. All vertices
of G occur in some specified order v1, · · · , vp from “top” to “bottom” along the spine and this
sequence is called the printing cycle of the embedding[1]. Similarly, we can define a printing
cycle for a matching book embedding of a graph. Sometimes it is convenient to understand the
matching book embedding from another point of view as for book embedding of graphs in [2].
That is, to embed the graph G so that its vertices lie on a circle and its edges are chords of the
circle; to assign the chords to layers so that chords on the same layer do not cross and meet each
other. By the rotations of the vertices on the circle, it is easy to get the following result which is
a natural generalization of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 of [1].
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a simple graph.
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(1) If a graph G has an n-book matching embedding with printing cycle v1, · · · , vp, then G
also has an n-book matching embedding with printing cycle v2, · · · , vp, v1.
(2) If a graph G has an n-book matching embedding α with printing cycle v1, · · · , vp, then G
also has an n-book matching embedding α− with printing cycle vp, · · · , v1.
In order to compute the matching book thickness of the outerplanar graph G with ∆(G) ≥ 4,
it is suffices to consider the matching book embedding of the nonseparable graph.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a connected graph with at least one cycle and {Bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ b} be the set
of all blocks of G and {vj | 1 ≤ j ≤ b − 1} be the set of vertex that intersects any two blocks.
Then mbt(G) = max{mbt(Bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ b; dG(vj), 1 ≤ j ≤ b− 1}
Proof. The case b = 1 is trivial. If b = 2, then let v be a vertex that intersects two blocks B1
and B2. Firstly, put all vertices of B1 on the “top” of the spine, while all vertices of B2 on the
“below” of the spine. By using Lemma 3.1, there are disjoint matching book embeddings of B1
on “top” and B2 “below” in an max{mbt(B1), mbt(B2)}-page book, so the bottom vertex u1 of
B1 and the top vertex u2 of B2 both correspond to v. Next move two vertices together. Since
dG(v) ≥ dB2(u2) and dG(v) ≥ dB1(u1), there are dG(v)− dB2(u2) (or dG(v)− dB1(u1) ) colors in a
set of dG(v) colors which are used for the edges that join u1 (or u2). Assign these edges to the page
corresponding to that color. Hence we compute that mbt(G) = max{mbt(B1); mbt(B2); dG(v)}.
Suppose the result holds for all graphs with b− 1 blocks. Let G be an arbitrary graph with b
blocks. Let vb−1 be the vertex that intersects an end-block Bb and denote the union of remaining
blocks by B′. All vertices of Bb are placed on “top” of the spine, while all vertices of B
′ on
“below”. By Lemma 3.1, we can find disjoint matching book embeddings of Bb on “top” and
B′ “below” in an max{mbt(Bb), mbt(B
′)}-page book such that the bottom vertex of Bb and
the top vertex of B′ both correspond to vb−1. Moving these two vertices together completes the
matching book embedding of G in an max{mbt(Bb); mbt(B
′); dG(vb−1)}-book. Now according
to the inductive hypothesis, mbt(G) = max{mbt(Bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ b; dG(vj), 1 ≤ j ≤ b− 1}.
Note: In a similar way, one can prove the above result holds for the disconnected case.
Lemma 3.3. [15] If G is a biconnected outerplanar graph, then there exist at least two vertices of
degree 2.
Let G be any simple biconnected outerplanar graph with n vertices and ∆(G) ≥ 4. By
using Lemma 2.1, the biconnected outerplanar graph G has a unique hamiltonian cycle. Let
S = {(v1v2), (v2v3), · · · , (vn−1vn), (vnv1)} be the clockwise sequence of consecutive edges of the
hamiltonian cycle. According to Lemma 3.3, there are at least two vertices of degree 2. Let v1 be
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an arbitrary degree 2 vertex. Each second edge of this sequence starting with (v2v3) is marked.
The edge (v1v2) is always unmarked and the edge (vnv1) is marked if and only if n is even. The
set of marked edges is a maximum matching, denoted by M(G)[16]. Fig.4A shows an example
of the biconnected outerplanar graph H with ∆(H) = 8, the edges of M(H) are heavily scored.
By removing all the edges of M(G) from G, the reduced graph G′ is constructed[16] (see Fig.4B).
By Lemma 3.3, G′ has at least one vertex of degree 1. Therefore G′ is a separable graph if G′ is
connected.
The set of blocks with maximum degree at most three in the reduced graph G′ is denoted by
B and the set of blocks with maximum degree at least four in G′ is denoted by B′ (see Fig.4C).
It is well known that a graph is outerplanar if and only if each of its block is outerplanar. Since
the block of a graph is its maximal biconnected subgraph, we obtain that each block in B′ is the
biconnected outerplanar graph.
Fig.4 The reduction process of the biconnected outerplanar graph H with ∆(H) = 8.
Lemma 3.4. [16] Let ∆(G) be the maximum degree of the biconnected outerplanar graph G and
∆(G) > 3, ∆(G′) be the maximum degree of the reduced graph G′. Then ∆(G′) = ∆(G)− 1.
Note that the maximum degree of G decrease by 1 after deleting all edges of M(G), whereas
the maximum degree of each block can decrease by more than 1[16], that is for any biconnected
outerplanar graph G with ∆(G) = k (k ≥ 4), if the reduced graph G′ is connected, then each
block Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ b) of the reduced graph G
′ is a graph with maximum degree at most k − 2.
Hence we have the following result.
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a biconnected outerplanar graph with ∆(G) ≥ 4. If v is a vertex of
maximum degree in a connected reduced graph G′, then v intersects two blocks of G′.
As a consequence of the above Lemmas, we have the following Theorem.
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Theorem 3.6. If G is a simple biconnected outerplanar graph with ∆(G) ≥ 4, then mbt(G) =
∆(G).
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1, each biconnected outerplanar graph G has a unique hamiltonian cycle,
we can assume the graph G has t vertices and the sequence (v1, v2, v3, · · · , vt−1, vt, v1) is the
hamiltonian cycle of G. By Lemma 3.3, the biconnected outerplanar graph G has at least two
vertex of degree 2. We shall choose a vertex of degree 2 which denoted by v1. If t is odd,
M(G) = {(v2v3), (v4v5), · · · , (vt−1vt)}, while t is even, M(G) = {(v2v3), (v4v5), · · · , (vtv1)}.
By the reduction process, we obtain some blocks of the reduced graph G′. For convenience,
we denote
B = {B | B is a block of in G′ with ∆(B) ≤ 3};
and
B
′ = {B′ | B′ is a block of in G′ with ∆(B′) ≥ 4};
Let C = {v| v is a vertex of G′ which intersects two blocks of G′}. We use dr(v) to denote the
degree of v in G′.
Put all the vertices of G on the spine with corresponding to the ordering around the hamilto-
nian cycle. We consider the matching book embedding of G by induction on the maximum degree
of G.
If ∆(G) = 4, by the note of Lemma 3.4, G′ contains only the blocks in the set B. Suppose
B = {B1, B2, · · · , Bn}. According to Theorem 2.3, we have mbt(Bi) ≤ 3, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By Lemma
3.2 and Lemma 3.5, we have
mbt(G′) = max
v∈C
{dr(v)} = 3.
By Lemma 3.4, put the edges in M(G) in another page, then we get a matching book embedding
on 4-pages. Therefore, we havembt(G) = 4. Now suppose that the result holds for the biconnected
outerplanar graph G with ∆(G) = k (k ≥ 4).
Suppose that G is a biconnected outerplanar graph with ∆(G) = k + 1. Without loss of
generality, assume that G′ is connected and contains both blocks in B and B′, where B =
{B1, B2, · · · , Bn} and B
′ = {B′1, B
′
2, · · · , B
′
m}. It is easy to know that mbt(Bi) ≤ 3, for i =
1, 2, · · · , n. Since every B′j is a biconnected outerplanar graph with ∆(B
′
j) ≤ k − 2, by induction
we have mbt(B′j) = ∆(B
′
j), for j = 1, 2, · · · , m. The following result follows by Lemma 3.2 and
Lemma 3.5,
mbt(G′) = max
v∈C
{dr(v)} = ∆(G
′).
By Lemma 3.4, put the edges in M(G) in another page, then we get a matching book embedding
on ∆(G)-pages. Therefore, we have mbt(G) = ∆(G).
Fig.5 shows a matching book embedding of the graph H .
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Fig.5 The matching book embedding of the graph H that is showed in Fig.4A.
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